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What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?
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Introduction
Watch the 5min Video of ‘Introduction’ to the first Creating Conversations Event on 

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

https://vimeo.com/286268065
https://vimeo.com/286268065
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/


Watch the 12min Video of ‘Contextual Analysis’ on
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?

ENGAGE | THINK | TALK
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“It’s important to stress that everyone in this room is in these 
bubbles. We are all there – some of us in multiple bubbles…in 
this kind of a map we all have a place, we all have a role, we all 
have a part. Whether we want to take it up consciously or not.” 
Dr Allan Wade

“So that’s kind of great news, especially in the area of violence. 
Often people have this idea – ‘How do we stop a perpetrator of 
violence when we are not even there?’ Whereas what we are 
actually saying is ‘It doesn’t matter where you are in these 
bubbles, we all have a role, we can all do something, we can all 
do something in fact to make things substantially better.” 
Dr Linda Coates

“All of us, all the time, are engaged in seeking and providing 
responses to other people. That’s just inherent in life. Within 
the first 48hrs of birth infants and mothers are taking turns – we 
are learning reciprocity right away….We are always engaged 
with one another giving one another meaning. In other words, 
the suffering of human beings is always mediated through the 
responses of others. It is never individual.” 
Dr Allan Wade

Contextual Analysis

https://vimeo.com/286822584
https://vimeo.com/286822584
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/


Watch the 10min Video of ‘Dignity’ on 
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?
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“All forms of violence are an affront to a person’s 
dignity, and for many people they will say the 
humiliation is the worst part….”
Dr Allan Wade

“Perpetrators know the force of humiliation. So one 
of the first guiding principles if we are ever 
intervening in cases of violence is how do we uphold 
the dignity of this person… so that includes offering 
choice, making safety….etc. Trying to learn what 
people already know, feel, believe and do... their 
existing competencies… rather than jumping in with 
giving advice for example….” 
Dr Allan Wade

“One of the most common forms of resistance is 
feigned (pretended) obedience.” 
Dr Allan Wade

Dignity

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
https://vimeo.com/288468075
https://vimeo.com/288468075


Watch the 21min Video of ‘Social’ on https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?

ENGAGE | THINK | TALK
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“The resistance of the victim is part of the ‘fact-pattern’. We are not just re-framing and trying to be you know ‘positive’ here, 
people do actually resist violence. Resistance to violence is as real as violence.” Dr Allan Wade

“It is not at all uncommon that people being raped and beaten, that they respond in a way not only to resist the attacker but to
protect other people around them. Tiny children do that.”  Dr Allan Wade

Violence is Social

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
https://vimeo.com/289617432
https://vimeo.com/289617432


Watch the 12min Video of ‘Responses’ on 
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?

ENGAGE | THINK | TALK
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“It’s important when we are trying to understand 
emotions that we understand them in context 
and not out of context.” 
Dr Linda Coates

“The perpetrator’s history is the history of 
violence. The victim’s history is the history of 
resistance (not trauma – that’s different).” 
Dr Allan Wade

“Emotion is more like a walk in the park than it is 
like indigestion. The emotions are activities of a 
person, right? They are not biological events 
triggered inside of a person – they are relational, 
they are contextual.”
Dr Allan Wade  

“And so in fact, emotions can be more 
understood as a moral and ethical response.” 
Dr Linda Coates

Responses to Violence

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
https://vimeo.com/286827073
https://vimeo.com/286827073


Language and Example

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?

Watch 2x7min Videos ’Language’ & ‘Language Sample’ on 
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
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“Language is inseparable from ourselves, as a community of human beings with a separate form and character, a specific history, a 
specific relationship to the world.” Dr Allan Wade

“Violence, of course necessarily involves the application of force against the will and wellbeing of another person.” Dr Linda Coates

“We need to spend a little bit of time working out what is a mutual social interaction and what is a unilateral social interaction… 
violence is a unilateral action.” Dr Linda Coates

https://vimeo.com/288478021
https://vimeo.com/288478021
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/


Consent versus Violence
Watch the 8min Video of ‘Consent vs Violence’ on 

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?
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“It’s really ironic, really problematic and really troubling , that in other contexts we are so good at understanding when that 
‘moment by moment’ collaboration has been changed, and now it’s just a unilateral activity, and yet we pretend that we don’t 
know how to do this when a sexual act gets hijacked and turned to an act of violence. Of course we know. And these are the 

types of things we have to hold when we are trying to describe the acts in question.” Dr Linda Coates

“If you hit someone on the head with a frying pan you don’t call it cooking.” Dr Allan Wade

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
https://vimeo.com/286278637
https://vimeo.com/286278637


Victim Blaming

Watch the 19min Video of ‘Victim Blaming’ on 
https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/

What surprised you? | What did you appreciate about that? | What might you reflect on?

ENGAGE | THINK | TALK
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“The more we change the language, the more we move from 
the facts, the more we change from what has happened.” Dr 
Allan Wade

“The problem we have here is transforming the ‘perpetrator 
into a victim’ of circumstances of ‘forces he cannot 
understand or control’, and transforming the victim into a 
‘perpetrator of her own misfortunes’…” Dr Allan Wade

“….The problem we have here is as soon as it is made ‘mutual’ 
the deliberation of it, and the severity of the action is taken 
away. Because now what happens very quickly is that the 
‘argument’ is the perpetrator, not the perpetrator…. so the 
‘argument caused the assault’ …and then when you have done 
all that, you can start ‘mutualising’ even further and start 
talking about this as a ‘marital problem’. Because if it’s a 
‘mutual argument’, then marriage is also ‘mutual’ and then 
you can bolster up the ‘mutually’ here by calling it a ‘marital 
problem’.” Dr Allan Wade &  Dr Linda Coates

https://www.insightexchange.net/creating-conversations/our-social-response/
https://vimeo.com/289625575
https://vimeo.com/289625575

